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- AVHANDLING / AV HANDLING
  (DISSERTATION / THROUGH ACTION)
- PUBLIC DEFENSE
- INTERMEDIATES
- STUDIES
- ENTANGLEMENTS
This web site is a complement to the live affective archive residing in the human and more-than-human bodies, and other discursive-material becomings that were present during Avhandling / Av_handling (Dissertation / Through_action) between 27th and 29th of May 2016 in KTH R1 Experimental Performance Space, Drottning Kristinas väg 51, Stockholm.

The material on this web site shall be understood as a non-representative residue. I invite you to move through this residue and become entangled.

Note to the browser
You will get the best visual impression with Google Chrome or Apple Safari. Every browser has different type displays.
Avhandling / Av_handling (Dissertation / Through_action) was articulated / manifested over the course of 72 hours, and situating itself within and proceeding from KTH R1 Experimental Performance Space, a decommissioned nuclear reactor hall 25 meters below ground on the campus of Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), between 27th and 29th of May 2016. The opponents and the examining committee where invited to become part for 42 hours; so was the audience—as agentially intra-acting components.

Here you find the INVITATION.

---

1 The English word dissertation translated to Swedish makes “avhandling.” When you break the word into its composite parts (“av” and “handling”), “av” can be translated to of, for, from, with. I chose to translate it to “through,” because I have pursued my research through the actions of my practice (of action). “Handling” can be translated to action, document, or deed. I chose “action” to emphasize the continually unfurling and shifting nature of this research, and to echo Hannah Arendt, who maintained that actions have no end.
The 42 hours was divided into 10 different chapters / parts, some which was dedicated to one specific “study”, and others that included an entanglement of praxes, formats, texts, methods, techniques, materials, and situations from different studies, and others that approached the material in another manner.

The 42 hours started with a preface and introduction, continuing into the first of eight unfolding encounters, open score. Fia Backström and Imri Sandström joined for kapitel, kaput, kapital, kapitulera, capitulum: header of a text and a part of the arm, a collaboration among others (again) / kapitel, kaput, kapital, kapitulera, capitulum:
Nine different CONNECT AND COMMIT, DOCUMENT, which allocated time to write down or in other ways share different accounts of various encounters and experiences that emerge within these time-space-language-matterings. For I AM NOT QUITE SURE. THIS IS AN ARDUOUS TERRAIN (AGAIN) I had invited nine lives to each spend an hour in silence with me in KTH R1. On Sunday all lives came together. The 90 minutes’ lecture performance AFTER, REHEARSAL AFTER #4 engage in my ongoing dialogue with the work of French-Italian artist Gina Pane (1939–1990). During the scripted public transport choreography, NYPÅSTIGNA / NEW PASSENGERS with YES! Association / Föreningen JA!, we
joined a rhombic trip on Stockholm Public Transport. During **TIME TO TALK**, two hours was allocated for some questions to be formulated and maybe asked. Stemming from a desire for a collective intimacy, I invited fourteen friends and colleagues to come together as a working team during **SETTING THE SCENE (AGAIN)**. The **EPILOGUE** took place in glade in front of School of Dance and Circus to be transformed into a vegetarian barbeque feast.